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Resear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Abstrat
Models of omplex systems are inherently diÆult to solve due prinipally to the size of
their underlying state spae. In Markovian proess algebra a signiant amount of work has
been done to takle this problem by exploiting the ompositional nature of models and iden-
tifying strutures that are amenable to dierent approahes to deomposition. In this paper
a slightly dierent approah is presented whih onentrates on interation between ompo-
nents and its impat on behaviour. Two notions are introdued, behavioural independene
and ontrol. Informally, behavioural independene exists when one group of omponents be-
haves in a way that is not diretly inuened by the evolution of other omponents in the
model. Conversely ontrol exists when one or more omponents ditate the behaviour of an-
other omponent by the ourrene of internal ations. In many ases these properties an
be identied without exploring the underlying state spae and their existene an be used to
derive a number of dierent model deompositions and approximations. In partiular well
known approahes suh as reversibility and quasi-separability are explored using this method
to omplement earlier results. A simple iterative approximation has also been applied to
models exhibiting ontrol to derive a numerial solution to marginal omponent distributions.
This paper inludes a number of worked examples to highlight the potential of this approah.
1 Introdution
In reent years some eort has been made to identify eÆient methods for analysing and solving
stohasti proess algebra models by deomposition (see [5, 6℄). A signiant element of this
work has been the identiation and haraterisation of produt form solutions, using properties
suh as reversibility [8℄ and quasi-reversibility [3℄ ommon in queueing network models [9℄. Suh
solutions are derived on the basis that the omponents in the model are statistially independent
in their steady state behaviour, therefore the steady state solutions for omponents may be found
in isolation without the need to generate the entire state spae of the model. Clearly produt form
solutions are an extremely eÆient mehanism in deriving important numerial solutions, however
the presene of a produt form adds little to our understanding of the transient behaviour of
models. Indeed, the omponents themselves may require large amounts of interation and exhibit
highly dependent transient behaviour. Given that stohasti proess algebra are used for both
performane and behavioural analysis, it seems natural that we should also wish to understand
more general notions of independene than are present in produt form solutions.
The aim of this paper is to address the problem of identifying what is meant by behavioural
independene, to haraterise some forms of behavioural independene and to introdue the notion
of ontrol between omponents that forms a behavioural dependeny. In addressing this issue
an attempt is made to provide a theoretial link between several areas of work that have been
progressing in reent years, prinipally in non-produt form and near produt form deompositions.
A key element has been work on quasi-separability, a non-produt form deomposition method
used to derive marginal probabilities. In haraterising quasi-separability [10, 11, 12℄ the authors
identied onditions by whih ertain ombinations of omponents ould be observed to behave
as if the other omponents were not present, i.e. they ould be onsidered to be behaviourally
independent of the remainder of the model.
The paper assumes knowledge Hillston's Markovian proess algebra, PEPA [4℄. Setion 2
presents the notions of behavioural independene and ontrol preeded by some neessary deni-
tions. In Setions 4 and 5 the exploitation of the onepts of behavioural independene and ontrol
is made in relation to earlier work on non-produt form and simple produt form deomposition.
Finally some onlusions and future work diretions are presented.
2 Denitions
In the following setions a number of properties of PEPA models will be referred to. Sine the
denitions of these properties are presented in detail elsewhere [1, 4℄, only a general desription
of them is inluded here. Informally, it an be said that, two PEPA expressions are isomorphi
if they give rise to Markov hains whih are equivalent suh that for every state in eah Markov
hain there is a orresponding state in the other with the same one-step transition rates to states
whih are similarly equivalent. A derivative is the \state" of a omponent dening its urrent
behaviour. For example, if P
def
= (; r):Q then Q is a derivative of P and if Q
def
= (; r
2
):R then R
is a derivative of both Q and P , and so on. The derivative set, ds(P ), is the set of all the possible
derivatives of a omponent, P . The urrent ation type set of a omponent P , A(P ), ontains all
the ation types (but not the rates) that are enabled in the urrent derivative of the omponent P .
The omplete ation type set of a omponent P ,
~
A(P ), ontains all the ation types (but not the
rates) that are enabled in any of the derivatives P
0
2 ds(P ), hene
~
A(P ) =
S
P
0
2ds(P )
A(P
0
). The
urrent ation set of a omponent P , At(P ), ontains all the ations (type and rate pairs) that
are enabled in the urrent derivative of the omponent P . In addition it is neessary to onstrut
a number of additional denitions.
Denition 2.1 (Maximum rate)
The maximum rate of an ation l in omponent P , denoted Mr(l; P ), is dened as the maxi-
mum of all the rates at whih ation l is speied aross all derivatives of P . Thus, if P
def
=
(; r
1
):(; r
2
):(; r
3
):P then Mr(; P ) = Max(r
1
; r
2
; r
3
). The unspeied rate of passive ations,
>, is read as 1 for the purposes of this funtion.
Denition 2.2 (Fertile ation)
An ation  is said to be fertile in derivative P
i
if P
i

  ! P
j
and i 6= j.
Denition 2.3 (Current fertile ation type set)
The urrent fertile ation type set of a omponent P , denoted A
f
(P ), is the set of all ation
types of ations that are fertile in the urrent derivative of P .
Denition 2.4 (Complete fertile ation type set)
The omplete fertile ation type set of a omponent P , denoted
~
A
f
(P ), is the set of all ation
types of ations that are fertile in at least one derivative of P .
2.1 Behavioural independene and ontrol
Put simply the notion of behavioural independene is simply that a omponent in a model behaves
identially regardless of the urrent behaviour of the other omponents in the model. This property
an be dened more formally thus:
Denition 2.5 (Behavioural Independene)
The omponent P is said to be behaviourally independent in the model P

L
Q if for every P
i
2
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Obviously the trivial ase for behavioural independene is where there are no shared ations, i.e.
P jjQ, however this is not the only ase where omponents may be onsidered to be behaviourally
independent. Furthermore, the fat that no ations are shared between two omponents does not
mean they will always be behaviourally independent in the presene of other omponents. For
example, in (P jjQ)

L
R the interation between P and R may inuene the interation between
Q and R, ausing P and Q to be behaviourally dependent. If a omponent is not behaviourally
independent then it must be dependent on some other omponent to perform one of more ations
during its evolution. This property is referred to as ontrol, and is more formally dened thus:
Denition 2.6 (Control)
The omponent P is said to be subjet to ontrol in the model P

L
Q if for any P
i
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This denition states that the fertile ations in any derivative of P (or the rates at whih those
ations our) an hange as the urrent derivative of Q evolves. This dependene is expressed by
saying that omponent Q ontrols omponent P over ations K  L in P

L
Q if the rate at whih
an ation of type k 2 K an happen in P
i
2 ds(P ) depends on the urrent derivative of Q. Clearly,
if Q ontrols P over K then P annot be behaviourally independent, but the independene, or
otherwise, of Q is not given by this statement. The ontrol set of P , K(P ) is referred to as all the
ations by whih it is ontrolled. For example, if in the model (P

L
Q)

M
R, Q ontrols P over
K
1
and R ontrols P over K
2
then K(P ) = K
1
[K
2
. Clearly P is behaviourally independent i
K(P ) = ;.
3 Exploiting behavioural independene
In any given model speiation eah of the omponents will be behaviourally independent, on-
trolled, independent and ontrolling, or ontrolled and ontrolling. Eah of these ategories an
be exploited in dierent ways to improve the eÆieny of solution.
It is lear that if a omponent is behaviourally independent (even if it is also ontrolling) then
it may be studied in isolation without aeting its behaviour, subjet to the rates of shared ations
being set. If a shared ation is not enabled by the partner in the ooperation then the rate of that
ation will be zero when that omponent is onsidered in isolation, otherwise the rate of the shared
ation will be determined by the rates speied in eah partiipating omponent. To illustrate
suh a situation, onsider a number of queues in sequene. If all the queues are basi M=M=1=1
then the system is learly a simple Jakson network and has a produt form solution. However,
even if this is not the ase then the rst queue will still be behaviourally independent (unless there
is bloking at the server) and so may be studied in isolation.
3.1 Example: non-produt form deomposition
If all the omponents are behaviourally independent then the system is trivially separable and a
simple produt form exists. Clearly this situation is extremely unlikely to take plae in pratie
as there would be no meaningful interation within suh a system. A muh more useful way of
exploiting behavioural independene aross an entire system is through the property known as
quasi-separability [10, 11℄.
Informally, a system that is amenable to a quasi-separable solution an be onsidered in the
following way. The entire system operates within a single environment, whih may be made up
of several sub-environments. Several omponents operate within this environment suh that their
behaviour is aeted by the state of the environment, but the state of eah omponent does not
alter the state transitions of either the environment or the other omponents. In suh a system the
only omponent that is behaviourally independent is the environment. However, the ompound
omponent formed by the environment with any one of the other omponents is also behaviourally
independent. Thus it is possible to form a separation for any omponent in the system so that it
may be studied in isolation of all other omponents exept the environment omponent.
Consider an example of a system where ommuniation between remotely situated sensing
devies and a entrally loated server is unreliable. These sensors may beome overloaded if
the data that they ollet annot be downloaded. In suh a situation they will not be able to
ollet data and will need to be reset by the entral server for normal operation to resume. There
are many reasons for interrupting ommuniation between suh distributed units, these inlude,
weather onditions, eletrial interferene, geologial disruptions and equipment failure.
The struture of this model is as follows. In normal operation sensing devies are ontinually
olleting data from their loal environment. Eah sensor is periodially polled in turn to download
data to a entral server, whereupon the sensor is reset. In addition there are randomly ourring
interruptions to the ommuniation between the entral server and the sensors. These interruptions
are loal, aeting ommuniation with just a single sensor. These interruptions do not aet the
ability of the sensors to ollet data. However the sensors have limited ability to store data, so if
the entral server does not ontat the sensor for some time it may beome overloaded. In suh
situations it will need to be reset by the entral server for normal data olletion to resume.
There are several possible polling poliies the entral server ould adopt in the event of a
ommuniation interruption. For a loal interruption these inlude:
 simply miss the sensor out of the normal polling sequene until it is available;
 ontat the aeted sensor immediately it beomes available.
Clearly there are several further possibilities and the situation is greatly ompliated if there are
simultaneous loal and global interruptions or if the entral server is unaware of the nature of
the interruption. In a performane study of suh a system several poliies would be ompared to
dedue the optimum performane over a given set of riteria. Sine it is only of interest here to
onsider how suh a model an be deomposed, only the situation where no remedial ation will
be taken by the entral server in the event of a loal interruption will be onsidered. Suh a model
an be speied thus:
Sensor
j;0
def
= (ollet; 
j
):Sensor
j;1
+ (downld
j
;>):Sensor
j;0
Sensor
j;k
def
= (ollet; 
j
):Sensor
j;k+1
+ (downld
j
;>):Sensor
j;0
1  k M   1
Sensor
j;M
def
= (ollet; 
j
):Overload
j
+ (downld
j
;>):Sensor
j;0
Overload
j
def
= (downld
j
;>):Sensor
j;0
NoIntrpt
j
def
= (downld
j
;>):NoIntrpt
j
+ (breakdn; 
j
):Interrupt
j
Interrupt
j
def
= (blok
j
;>):Interrupt
j
+ (end; 
j
):NoIntrpt
j
Interrupt
def
= (NoIntrpt
1
k    kNoIntrpt
N
)
Server
j
def
= (downld
j
; ):Server
j 1
+ (blok
j
; ):Server
j 1
1  j  N
Server
0
def
= (wait; ):Server
N
(Sensor
1;0
k    kSensor
N;0
)

fdownld
1
;:::;
downld
N
g
(Server
0

fdownld
1
;:::;downld
N
;
blok
1
;:::;blok
N
g
Interrupt)
As with most languages, there are many ways to desribe this model in PEPA. However,
the aim here is not only to produe a onise speiation, but also one that aptures a spei
view of this model and failitates simpliation and solution in a lear manner. In this example
there are three ategories of omponents, the sensors, the entral sever and the interruptions in
ommuniation between the server and the sensors. Also, the ation download
j
may ause a hange
in the behaviour of Server
j
, where j = 1; : : : ; N , and is enabled passively in every derivative of
Sensor
j;k
, k = 0; : : : ;M . The behaviour of eah sensor is dependent on the behaviour of the server
and the possibility of any interruption between sensor and server. Furthermore it is apparent that
the presene of any interruption will aet what ations are arried out by the server, hene
eah submodel will need to ontain the jth sensor, all the interrupts and the server. Clearly this
means that the sensors are all behaviourally independent of one another, but are ontrolled by the
server and the interrupts. In addition, the interrupts are all behaviourally independent, as is the
Server
0

f:::g
Interrupt ombination.
Hene, following the argument presented above, the following submodels an be extrated,
Sensor
j;0

fdownld
j
g
(Server
0

fdownld
1
;:::;downld
N
;
blok
1
;:::;blok
N
g
Interrupt) (3.1)
From these expressions performane measures an be alulated, suh as the probability of
sensor overload and the average amount of valid data transferred to the entral server, without
the need to explore the entire state spae of the full model. Clearly it is possible to derive an exat
solution to the full model. However, the full model, as given above, has 2
N
(M +2)
N
(N+1) states
in the underlying CTMC, whereas eah submodel, given by (3.1), has 2
N
(M + 2)(N + 1) states.
Clearly therefore there is a onsiderable saving in the state spae to be made and this saving is
dependent on the number of sensors in the system and the amount of storage spae eah sensor
has available.
Interestingly, if  =  then a produt form solution exists as in that ase the behaviour of
an individual sensor is only dependent on its own interrupt and the server. The server behaviour
is still dependent on all the other interrupts, but the rate for eah blok
k
or downld
k
(k 6= j) is
idential, so the ation type an be ignored (made ). Hene submodels are obtained of the form,
Sensor
j;0

fdownld
j
g
(Server
0

fdownld
j
;blok
j
g
NoInterpt
j
) (3.2)
3.2 Example: produt form over omponents
As well as being used to identify independent behaviour leading to deomposition, behavioural
independene and ontrol an also be used to identify ases where produt form solutions exist.
Suh a ase is the queueing model with breakdowns speied below.
Queue
0
def
= (arrival;>):Queue
1
Queue
i
def
= (arrival;>):Queue
i+1
+ (servie;>):Queue
i 1
1  j  N   1
Queue
N
def
= (servie;>):Queue
N 1
Server
on
def
= (fail; ):Server
off
+ (arrival; ):Server
on
+ (servie; ):Server
on
Server
off
def
= (repair; ):Server
on
Queue
0

fservie;arrivalg
Server
on
It is lear that the Server omponent is behaviourally independent in this model as neither of
the shared ations aets its evolution. Similarly it is lear that the Server omponent ontrols
the Queue omponent over the ations servie and arrival. A number of other important fators
are also apparent:
 All the ations of Queue are shared ations.
 All shared ations are enabled in Server
on
.
 No shared ations are enabled in Server
off
.
 No shared ation auses both Queue and Server to hange state.
These six fators mean that a produt form solution exists over the Server and Queue omponents
suh that the joint steady state probabilities are given as:
p(Server
j
jQueue
i
) = p(Server
j
):p(Queue
i
)
where j 2 fon; offg and 0  i  N .
The model speied here is reversible and it is possible to derive a produt form solution
using the haraterisation derived by Hillston and Thomas [8℄. In fat an example with the
same struture, referred to as the drinking gambler appeared in [8℄. That approah required
the identiation of reversible omponents and the appliation of restritions on the ooperation
between them. This requires a detailed study of both the omponents and the interfae, whereas
the approah desribed here only requires a simple inspetion of the omponents and adherene
to the following six riteria:
1. One omponent, A, of a pair A

L
B is behaviourally independent.
2. The other omponent, B, is ontrolled by A over all the ations in the ooperation set,
K(B) = L.
3. The omplete ation type set of B,
~
A(B) is ontained within its interfae,
~
A(B) = L.
4. All ations in the ooperation set, L, are enabled in exatly one derivative of A.
5. No ations in the ooperation set, L, are enabled in any other derivative of A.
6.
~
A
f
(A) \
~
A
f
(B) = ;
As long as these six stated onditions are not broken then this model an be easily adapted to
inorporate additional (non-reversible) features, suh as bath servie, without ompromising the
produt form solution. Suh a model is speied as follows:
Queue
0
def
= (arrival;>):Queue
1
Queue
i
def
= (arrival;>):Queue
i+1
+ (servie;>):Queue
0
1  j  N   1
Queue
N
def
= (servie;>):Queue
0
Server
on
def
= (fail; ):Server
off
+ (arrival; ):Server
on
+(servie; ):Server
on
Server
off
def
= (repair1; 
1
):Server
standby
Server
standby
def
= (repair2; 
2
):Server
on
+ (fail; ):Server
off
Queue
0

fservie;arrivalg
Server
on
3.3 Example: exluded shared ations
In [8℄ Hillston and Thomas identied the limitations of their approah as being that they ould
not handle ases where the omponents were not reversible, but the resultant model was. They
illustrated this with the following example:
P
0
def
= (in
P
; r):P
1
+ (a; r):P
0
1
P
i
def
= (in
P
; r):P
i+1
+ (out
P
; s):P
i 1
1  i  N   1
P
N
def
= (out
P
; s):P
N 1
P
0
i
def
= (a; r):P
0
i+1
1  i M   1
P
0
M
def
= (a; r):P
0
Q
0
def
= (in
Q
; r):Q
1
+ (b; r):Q
0
1
Q
i
def
= (in
Q
; r):Q
i+1
+ (out
Q
; s):Q
i 1
1  i  N   1
Q
N
def
= (out
Q
; s):Q
N 1
Q
0
i
def
= (b; r):Q
0
i+1
1  i M   1
Q
0
M
def
= (b; r):Q
0
Sys
def
= P

fa;bg
Q
In this model it might appear that the P omponent ontrols the Q omponent over the ation
b and the Q omponent ontrols the P omponent over the ation a. However, b =2
~
A(P
0
) and
a =2
~
A(Q
0
), hene both these shared ations are permanently bloked. Therefore it is lear that
no ontrol is exerted between these two omponents, both are behaviourally independent and the
model has a trivial produt form solution when the exluded behaviours are removed from the
omponents (the rates of the ations a and b are always zero). However, this is not universally
true for exluded behaviours. For example, onsider the ase where P
0
M
is redened as follows.
P
0
M
def
= (b; r):P
0
Now b 2
~
A(P
0
), but in this model b will never happen sine ation a is required to reah P
0
M
and
ation a is always bloked. Both omponents are still behaviourally independent by denition 2.5,
however it is not a simple matter to know that an ation will not our unless the states of the
underlying CTMC are explored. Therefore ases of exluded ations suh as this are, in general,
extremely problematial when working at the omponent level.
4 Approximation using redued omponents
Given a model of two omponents, X

L
Y , suh that X ontrols Y it is possible to generate X
0
suh that the ations of Y are unaltered with respet to L in X
0

L
Y if for any derivative of
X

L
Y there is a orresponding derivative of X
0

L
Y suh that
At(X

L
Y ) \ L = At(X
0

L
Y ) \ L
In many situations, suh as modelling resoures, there will be little or no dierene between X
and the smallest possible X
0
. However, when X ontains many derivatives, X
i
where At(X
i
)\L
does not hange, then there is potential for substantial state spae redution. The number of
derivatives in X
0
is dependent on the number of ations in L and the number of distint rates at
whih they are enabled. If the rates of eah shared ation is the same wherever it is enabled then
the size of the redued omponent X
0
is 2
jLj
. Thus the smaller the ooperation set the better the
redution in state spae in the system X
0

L
Y . Consider the ase where L = fag, if the rate of
this ation is the same in every derivative of X

fag
Y in whih it is enabled then the redued form
of X , X
0
is given as follows.
X
0
1
def
= (a; r1):X
0
1
+ (a; r2):X
0
2
+ (; r3):X
0
2
X
0
2
def
= (; r4):X
0
1
The unknown ation type  is used to denote all those ations internal to X suh that the
derivative of X hanges from X
i
to X
j
and (At(X
i
) \L) 6= (At(X
j
)\L) (for all possible i and
j. At this stage it is not possible to know the rates r1, r2, r3 and r4 in general, although the sum
of the rates r1 and r2 is learly the rate of a in every derivative of X

fag
Y in whih it is enabled.
If X is behaviourally independent in X

L
Y then X may be solved in isolation and hene the
rates found from the steady state probabilities. However, if Y ontrols X in X

L
Y then it is
not a simple matter to solve X . Instead an iterative approah is adopted (from [2℄) to takle this
problem as follows.
1. Generate the smallest X
0
suh that for any derivative of X

L
Y there is a orresponding
derivative of X
0

L
Y suh that At(X

L
Y ) \ L = At(X
0

L
Y ) \ L.
2. Similarly generate the smallest Y
0
suh that for any derivative of X

L
Y there is a orre-
sponding derivative of X

L
Y
0
suh that At(X

L
Y ) \ L = At(X

L
Y
0
) \ L.
3. Solve X
0

L
Y using estimates of the unknown rates in X
0
.
4. Use the solution of X
0

L
Y to alulate the unknown rates in Y
0
.
5. Solve X

L
Y
0
to nd new estimates of the unknown rates in X
0
.
6. Solve X
0

L
Y to nd new estimates of the unknown rates in Y
0
.
7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 until onvergene (or abandon).
4.1 Example: tandem queues with bloking and feedbak
Consider the following denition of a simple two queue network with feedbak and bloking.
Queue1
0
def
= (arrival; ):Queue1
1
+ (feedbak;>):Queue1
1
Queue1
j
def
= (arrival; ):Queue1
j+1
+ (servie1; 
1
):Queue1
j 1
+ (feedbak;>):Queue1
j+1
; 1  j  N   1
Queue1
N
def
= (servie1; 
1
):Queue1
N 1
Queue2
0
def
= (servie1;>):Queue2
1
Queue2
j
def
= (servie1;>):Queue2
j+1
+ (feedbak; q
2
):Queue2
j 1
+ (departure; (1  q)
2
):Queue2
j 1
; 1  j  N   1
Queue2
N
def
= (feedbak; q
2
):Queue2
N 1
+ (departure; (1  q)
2
):Queue2
N 1
Queue1
0

fservie1;
feedbakg
Queue2
0
Eah queue has an input ation whih is ontrolled by the other queue, i.e. it is bloked when the
other queue is empty, Queue1 has an additional independent arrival proess. Similarly eah queue
output ation whih is also ontrolled by the other queue, i.e. it is bloked when the other queue is
full, Queue2 has an additional departure proess. Hene, both omponents in this model (Queue1
and Queue2) are ontrolling and ontrolled over the o-operation set fservie1; feedbakg.
It is a simple matter to onstrut the redued versions of Queue1 and Queue2, Queue1
0
and
Queue2
0
respetively.
Queue1
0
a
def
= (arrival; ):Queue1
0
b
+ (feedbak;>):Queue1
0
b
Queue1
0
b
def
= (arrival; p
1
):Queue1
0

+ (servie1; (1  p
2
)
1
):Queue1
0
b
+ (servie1; p
2

1
):Queue1
0
a
+ (feedbak; p
1
q
2
):Queue1
0

+ (feedbak; (1  p
1
)q
2
):Queue1
0
b
Queue1
0

def
= (servie1; 
1
):Queue1
0
b
Queue2
0
a
def
= (servie1;>):Queue2
0
b
Queue2
0
b
def
= (servie1; (1  p
3
)
1
):Queue2
0
b
+ (servie1; p
3

1
):Queue2
0

+ (feedbak; p
4
q
2
):Queue2
0
a
+ (feedbak; (1  p
4
)q
2
):Queue2
0
b
+ (departure; p
4
(1  q)
2
):Queue2
0
a
Queue2
0

def
= (feedbak; q
2
):Queue2
0
b
+ (departure; (1  q)
2
):Queue2
0
b
In this example the redued form of the omponents have only three derivatives as there is
no possible state where both the input and output ations are bloked. Clearly the derivatives
Queue1
a
, Queue1

, Queue2
a
and Queue2

, are analogous to eah queue being either empty or full
and the derivatives Queue1
b
and Queue2
b
orrespond to all the non-empty and non-full onditions
of eah queue respetively. This approximation has introdued four new probabilities:
 p
1
is the probability that an additional job entering Queue1 will ause it to beome full,
p
1
= Pr[Queue1
N 1
℄=(1  Pr[Queue1
N
℄  Pr[Queue1
0
℄).
 p
2
is the probability that a servie1 ation auses Queue1 to beome empty,
p
2
= Pr[Queue1
1
℄=(1  Pr[Queue1
N
℄  Pr[Queue1
0
℄).
 p
3
is the probability that a servie1 ation auses Queue2 to beome full,
p
3
= Pr[Queue2
N 1
℄=(1  Pr[Queue2
N
℄  Pr[Queue2
0
℄).
 p
4
is the probability that a job leaving Queue2 will ause it to beome empty,
p
4
= Pr[Queue2
1
℄=(1  Pr[Queue2
N
℄  Pr[Queue2
0
℄).
The optimal values for these probabilities must be found by iteratively solving the two redued
models:
Queue1
0

fservie1;
feedbakg
Queue2
0
a
and
Queue1
0
a

fservie1;
feedbakg
Queue2
0
Eah of these redued models has a CTMC with 3(N + 1) states whereas the original model
has a CTMC with (N+1)
2
states. Clearly there is a potentially signiant saving on omputation
in eah iteration, however the overall omputational eÆieny of this approah is dependent not
only on the value of N , but the number of iterations required to ahieve onvergene over the
introdued probabilities. Numerial results based on this example given in [13℄ show this method
to be a potentially extremely aurate means of deriving marginal distributions and a useful
approah for approximating ertain global measures.
5 Conlusions and further work
In this paper a preliminary disussion of the notions of behavioural independene and ontrol has
been presented. These notions have been related to earlier work on quasi-separability and produt
form solutions with three examples. It is probable that many additional lasses of produt form
solution will have sublasses that an be dened using behavioural independene and ontrol,
although this remains to be proved. By exploring these sublasses of solutions it will be possible
to gain greater understanding of the links between dierent produt form solutions (and non-
produt form solutions suh as quasi-separability) and where they may overlap. In addition, many
useful approximate solutions an be derived by exploiting the notion of ontrol, an example of
whih is also given here. Dening these approximations, their appliability and potential auray
is a matter of ontinuing interesting investigation.
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